EUMARGINS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

14TH SEPTEMBER 2011, 09:00-16:00

Rådssalen, Lucy Smith Hus,
University of Oslo (Blindern), Norway

Conference Programme

Wednesday, 14th September 2011

0900-0930 hrs: Registration and Coffee/Tea

0930-1005 hrs: SESSION I
“SOCIAL EXCLUSION AND INCLUSION OF YOUNG ADULT IMMIGRANTS”
Presentation by Associate Professor Katrine Fangen, University of Oslo
(Scientific Coordinator)

1005-1050 hrs: SESSION II
“MIGRATION AND THE TERMS OF INCLUSION”
Presentation by Professor Les Back, Goldsmiths College
(UK Research Team)
Discussant: Arnfinn Haagensen Midtbøen, Institute for Social Research

1050-1105 hrs: Coffee/Tea

1105-1140 hrs: SESSION III
“PATHWAYS IN EDUCATION”
Presentation by Associate Professor Judit Strömpl, University of Tartu
(Estonian Research Team)

1140-1225 hrs: SESSION IV
“THE DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS OF INCLUSION IN THE LABOUR MARKET”
Presentation by Vincent Ferry, MA, A.R.O.F.E/University of Nancy
(French Research Team)
Discussant: Line Eldring, Fafo Research Foundation
1225-1340 hrs: Lunch

1340-1425 hrs: SESSION V
“BEING HEARD OR BEING SEEN” (POLITICAL AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION)
Presentation by Professor Carles Feixa, University of Lleida
(Spanish Research Team)
Discussant: Sindre Bangstad, University of Oslo

1425-1445 hrs: SESSION VI
“SUGGESTIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE”
Presentation by Kristina Kallas, MA, Institute of Baltic Studies
(Estonian Research Team)

1445-1500 hrs: Coffee/Tea

1500-1530 hrs: “YOUNG VOICES.” Presentation by a selection of informants

1530-1600 hrs: PANEL: CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISONS
Dialogue between Associate Professor Katrine Fangen (N), Professor Les Back (UK) and Professor Thomas Johansson, University of Gothenburg (Sweden)

LIST OF PARTNER INSTITUTIONS

NORWAY, University of Oslo (Coordinator)
ESTONIA, Institute of Baltic Studies/University of Tartu
FRANCE, A.R.O.F.E. /University of Nancy
ITALY, University of Genoa
SPAIN, Grup IGIA/University of Lleida
SWEDEN, University of Gothenburg
UK, Goldsmiths College